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WARGAMER'S

NEWSLETTER

Bclowt A soldier of the original regiment, Tiie *]
Duke of York and Albany's Maritime Regiment of
Foot, from which the Royal Marinesare descended.

No. 105 November 1970.

EDITORIAL

Has the hobby of wargaming suddenly received a
dramatic impetus? My recent experiences certainly
indicate that this is the case. In recent weeks I

have been interviewed by Illustrated London News, by
News Week, by three other National newspapers and a
television company. So many orders have been receiv
ed for the Newsletter and for back numbers that I
have run out of every single copy I possessed. Sim
ultaneously orders for my own books sold through the
Newsletter have come in at such a rate that I have

spent two complete weekends inscribing and signing
them, packing them up and despatching so that my shelves were bare and orde
remain that cannot be fulfilled until fresh supplies of books are received
publishers. Subscriptions to the Newsletter have dramatically increased so
print order has had to be reviewed and another 250 copies per month have be

rs still

from the

that my
en ordered.

And now I come across a most interesting article on wargaming (featuring Ed
Smith and the London Section) in the Daily Telegraph coloured supplement whilst on
T.V. I watch subscriber Don Houghton fighting Waterloo as a wargame against Derek
Nimmo.

The attention of readers is drawn to the forthcoming Wargamer's Newsletter tour
of the Normandy battlefields to take place in May 1971. This is a venture that is
going to require a lot of organising and considerable amount of work but it will all
be worthwhile if it receives sufficient support from you to get on the road.

Older readers will have heard (and perhaps even met) the girl who has addressed
the envelopes and handled all your Newsletter enquiries since it began publication.
For domestic reasons, she has now left my employment but has been replaced by an
attractive 23 year old, Sue Horner. She is trying very hard to maintain the high
standards set by her predecessor but if something does go wrong with your copy then
please be understanding!

The increased demand for the Newsletter resulting in a complete run-out of copies
has meant that a number of subscribers who have daiayed sending in their renewal cash
now find they are going to miss the October edition. I cannot emphasise too strongly
the importance of sending your renewal payment as soon as possible, preferably a
month or so before it actually runs out otherwise continuity cannot be guaranteed.

May I gently point out to subscribers in the United States of America that it is
no use whatsoever sending me addressed envelopes bearing United States postage stamps
as the British Post Office will not accept them on outward letters. Similarly, it is
impossible for me to cash small low value American coins such as dimes or half dollar
pieces. Ideally, remittance should be in cheque-form or if you MUST send currency
then it has to be bills and not coins. And U.S. correspondents have a very bad habit
of insufficiently stamping letters so that I am hauled out of bed at the crack of
dawn by a postman demanding large sums of excessive postage. I'll send the next
letters backi

DON FEATHERSTONE

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD

Subscription rates:-

£1.163. Od. in the United Kingdom; £2. Overseas (#5.0 in U.S.A. and Canada).



FIRING INTO THE BROWN!

CRECY

The army led 'gainst England's foes
By Edward, was composed of those
Stout footmen, archers all,
Who taught, 'ere long, the foreign lords,
An English cloth-yard shaft accords
Short shrift in skilful hands.

The lesson's old, that steady drill Two thousand archers stood in front,
And marksmanship most surely will Who in these battles bore the brunt,
Give final victory. And gained the chief success.
The first, or fighting line, was led And then eight hundred men-at-arms,
By Edward's son, who claimed the head All well inured to war's alarms,
To be as Prince of .vales. And last, one thousand foot.

The secona line, the same in force,
Save fewer archers, Lord de Ros
And Earl Northampton led.
The third division in reserve,
Was posted on a hill, to serve
As escort to the King.

00O00

WHAT DO YCU KNOW ABOUT....?

THE FRENCH IN MEXICO 1861-1867.

When the Mexican government of Juarez suspended payment on foreign debts, Brit
ish, French and Spanish troops occupied Vera Cruz (17th December 1861). The British
and Spaniards withdrew in the spring of 1862, but Hapcleon III hoped to overthrow the
sacrilegious Juarez and establish a Catholic Empire, besides making a handsome finan
cial profit. His troops were repulsed at Pueblo (5th May 1862), but the place even
tually fell to General Bazaine on 17th May 1863. The Archduke Ferdirand Maximilian,
brother of Franz Joseph of Austria, was installed as Emperor and Juarez fled across
the U.S. border. In 1865 General Meriano Eschedo, who had reorganized the Mexican
army, began a counter-offensive. The United States, the Civil War being over, was
able to compel Napoleon III to withdraw his troops, and in consequence Maximilian was
defeated and captured at ^ueretaro on 1*rth May 1867. The unfortunate Emperor was
shot and President Juarez reigned in his stead. A6 may be imagined this episode did
nothing for the French prestige at the moment when Bismarck's Prussia had just struck
down Austria.

00O00

"I had the opportunity of visiting Great Britain on my vacation last month, «nd
found the relative compactness of the country, compared to the U.S., to be quite nice.
At times I envy British wargamers who have opponents near at hand; I live 70 miles
from the nearest fellow gamerl"

Richard Paul Smyers of La Porte, Indiana, U.S.A..

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH

"The problem of transporting my troops has been bothering me for some time and
at last I think I have solved it. I use one inch thick expanded polystyrene sheets
cut to about a foot square and cut indentations about half an inch deep the shape of
the soldier with a soldering iron. Up to a hundred troops can be put in each sheet
and these can be laid on top of one another each sealing off the one below with a
ceiling tile to seal the one on top. I have painted mine the same colour as my board
so that they can be used to represent hills."

Clive Thomas.



WABQAMER'S NEWSLETTER TOUR TO THE NORMANDY BATTLEFIELDS

May I refer readers to Counsels of War on page 5 °* the July 1970 edition of
this magazine and the same feature on page 6 of the November issue of Wargamer's
Newsletter. The first article deals with a visit to the Normandy battlefields in May
of this year and the second to hectic days spent going over the field of Waterloo i»
September 1970. I found the first of these tours to be so inspiring and enjoyable
that I felt my pleasure should be shared by others - the Waterloo trip in the company
of eight other wargamers was such a hectic and stimulating experience that I have
taken steps to combine both experiences for the benefit of subscribers to this maga
zine.

Therefore, Wargamer's Newsletter has organised a five-day tour of the Normandy
battlefields to take place from the I'vth to the 18th Hay 1971 inclusive. A luxury
50-seater coach will be leaving Southampton Central Station at 9.30 on Friday morning
the l^tth May, driving down to the Docks and straight on to the Thoresen Ferry for a
five hour voyage to Cherbourg. On landing, the programme will provisionally be as
follows:-

Drive down the Cherbourg Peninsular through many towns and places familiar to
students of World War II to Omaha Beach where the Americans suffered great casualties
in getting ashore. A visit will be paid to the beautiful St. Laurent Military
Cemetery. Proceed to LUC-Sur-Mer where the party will stay for four nights at the
Hotel Beau Rivage, standing in its own grounds overlooking the sea

Saturday 15th May - Visit to the wonderful Musee du Debarquement where a film of
the D-Day landings will be shown and the vast array of exhibits studied. Then the
party will be taken in the coach along to Juno Beach where the Canadians landed and
then on to Sword Beach where the British and French landed at .Ouistreham Riva-Bella.
Here we will have the opportunity of seeing the famous Pegasus Bridge captured by
British paratroopers during the first night of the invasion. Museums and other places
of interest will be visited.

Sunday 16th May - The party will be taken into Bayeaux where the opportunity will
be given to see the famous Tapestry and also to visit the beautiful British Military
Cemetery on theoutskirts of the town. Then we will be taken through the heart of the
area where the greatest Normandy fighting took place to Caumont, Villers Bocage, to
Odon and Hill 112 (which will be walked over and studied) and on to the Carpiquet air
field. Then into Caen by late afternoon where an opportunity will arise to do some
shopping

Monday 17th May - A visit to the two abbeys and the castle at Caen and then into
the coach for an extensive tour over the Falaise Gap area and the terrain over which
the "Goodwood" attack went in. Then into Falaise itself and a trip over the Castle.

Tuesday 18th May - Leave Caen to drive right across the battlefield area to Utah
Beach, to St. Mere Eglise and Carentan and then on to the historic little port of
Barfleur with its Hundred Years War associations. On to the boat at ^.30 p.m. to
arrive back at Southampton at 9»30 p.m.

Sounds exciting, doesn't it? But there is even more to it than that! I have
been extremely fortunate in securing the services of Eversley Belfield, Professor of
Tactical Studies at Southampton University and author with H. Essame of the book "THE
BATTLE FOR NORMANDY". Eversley Belfield will be on the tour throughout, describing
everything and everywhere (the coach is fitted with a microphone and amplifiers) and
generally acting as a most authoritative and highly informed courier. Also he intends
to provide maps and pre-tour information and a bibliography of recommended reading
which will be sent to each member of the party well in advance of our departure so
that everyone knows exactly what he is looking for.

There are innumerable museums in the area we are covering - in addition to the
superb and most modern museum at Arromanches, there are fine museums at Utah Beach
and at Carentan and an American Airborne Forces Museum at St. Mere Eglise plus other
museums at Caen and Falaise etc.

The hotel is reported to be very good, each room has its own bathroom or shower
and will take two in twin-beds. The food in this part of France is excellent and I
have fond memories of some wonderful five-course dinners enjoyed in May of this year,
when I toured the same area. If the weather is as hot as it was then, our lunchtime
picnics taken by the Normandy roadside (crisp French bread, cheese, apples and a
bottle of wine or cider) will be most enjoyable affairsl



Obviously, with the early start and late return to Southampton it will be nec
essary for some of the party to arrive on Thursday afternoon and stay the night and
similarly remain in Southampton on the night of Tuesday the 18th. I can book accom
modation in comfortable Guest Houses within easy reach of Southampton Central Station
for a cost of about 30s. -d. per head. To give the tour a good send off it is in
tended that the Wessex Military Society shall put on an evening of entertainment on
Thursday, May 13th. At the time of writing it is hoped to be able to have a showing
of the film "The Longest Day" or an army film of D-Day "Left of the Line". In any
event, there will be an evening of wargaming or something similar to get everyone to
gether in friendly fashion.

And how much is all this going to cost? Well, every effort has been made to
pare the cost down to the very minimum. Friendships with coach companies and other
people have been grossly abused so as to take advantage of their generosity so that
the five day trip including four nights in French hotels will cost £29.106. -d. If
you wish to come on this tour please write straight away to me, enclosing a deposit
of £5. -s. -d. Remember, there are only fifty seats on this coach and two of them
are taken by Eversley Belfield and myself whilst others have already been spoken for
by members of the Wessex Military Society. If this tour is a success then it is in
tended to have a similar tour of the battlefields of World War I in 1972 and a tour
of the battlefields of the Franco-Prussian War in 1973 - it is up to you, support
this tour and there will be others. If it goes smoothly, I may even try to run a
similar one in the Autumn around the Waterloo battlefield area. Oh and I forgot to
mention - I am afraid this is a Men Only affair and that anyone under the age of 18
must be accompanied by a parent or mature guardian who will be responsible for him.

00OO00-—

BOOK REVIii.Vo - Continued from Page 22

INFANTRY UNIFORMS Book Two - Including artillery and other supporting Corps of
Britain and the Commonwealth 1855-1939 by Robert and Christopher Wilkinson-Latham.
Illustrated by Jack Cassin-Scott. (7-J" x 5". 227 pages; 96 full-page coloured
plates. Blandford Press. 30s. -d.).

This is a companion volume to "Infantry Uniforms of Britain and the Commonwealth
171*2-1855" and very fine stable mates they make! No one painting 19th and early 20th
century figures has ANY excuse for inaccuracy with this inexpensive volume at hand.
Of particular interest are the 'off-beat' Colonial units that are illustrated, such
as the Royal Niger Haussas 1891, Royal Malta Artillery 1895 and New South Wales Field
Artillery 1896 plus a number of 19th century Volunteer Regiments. In addition, there
are plates of weapons, medals, badges, etc. A very well conceived and valuable
acquisition for the shelves of the wargamer.

MILITARY MODELLING by Donald ."Keatherstone. (Kaye and Ward. 38s. -d.).

Within 160 pages Don Featherstone has successfully brought together articles,
instructions and information on their specialised interests from a great number of
experts in this field. This, together with his own personal and as always enthus
iastic contributions is cemented together with commentary and narrative in his own
well known style and also includes a host of information on sources of supply of
models and figures, materials, plans and publications.

There are chapters on making and converting both collectors and wargames figures,
painting model soldierB, and making artillery, vehicles, buildings and the construc
tion of dioramas and display cabinets.

Let there be no misunderstanding therefore when I say that 'Military Modelling'
is a valuable introductory book on the subject. This modelling business covers such
a vast field that it is impossible within a book of this size to go into high detail
on any aspect of the subject without badly unbalancing the whole creation. The author
has nobly resisted any such over emphasis on any particular facet, so that I can
thoroughly recommend it to all those who feel the urge to start DIY on military
models, terrain and allied subjects. Once having started they will find enough refer
ences in the book to keep the most ardent plastic chopper or soldier fiend busy for
years 1

One criticsm I have - there are a number of good photographs of models, etc., and
some line drawings and sketches showing modelling methods. There could with advantage
be many more of the latter. I am a great believer in the visual approach in any work
of this kind, but no doubt this can be considered when a second print is necessary, as
I'm sure it will be.

Bob O'Brien (Worthing Wargames Club).



FRENCH INVASION OF ENGLAND IN 181O

(Part 7)

by

Harold Gerry

IA campaign game played by the Mid-Herts
Group; for strategic rules see June

"Newsletter"; basic representation - one figure = 50 men, one gun = a battery of 6,
tactical rules scale 1 inch = 50 yds.)

Battle of Blean, May 23rd, 1010.

On the 22nd the large army collected by the British at Faversham, totalling
well over 15,000 men, moved against the Dunkirk Hill position, expecting a stiff
fight in the wooded hilly terrain but still supremely confident after their long run
of straightforward steamroller victories. As before, they attacked largely front-
ally, except for the small corps which had been routed recently at Challock Lees but
was now being again sent forward some five miles to the south of the main army with
the object of working round the south end of the French lines. The French were
tempted to repeat their Challock Lees stroke against the small corps, but, unsure
whether the British had revealed all their hand, decided instead on a fighting re
treat to what seemed a much weaker position behind the main Whitstable-Canterbury
road.

But the ground offered a surprising number of advantages on closer inspection.
The British would have to emerge from the huge Church Wood in some disorder, their
vision would be limited by the West-East arms of the wood, and there were consider
able valleys: one to the north of Blean village, between the woOds, and one starting
just west of the inn and extending, widening, between the large country house at
Amery Court and Hothe Court, which the French had loopholed and barricaded. More
over, since the British had attacked along the axis of the Faversham-Canterbury road
in driving through the Dunkirk Hill position, they now had to keep open their commun
ications with that road, which would make it hard for them to attack heavily to the
north ef Blean to cut the French off from their Whitstable base.

o their chosen positions,
some infantry holding the
Clowes Wood, the one posi-
from Whitstable, which con-
A brigade of heavy cavalry

the battle if and where re-

ructed a redoubt just to the
the British until the latter

On the morning of the 23rd the French moved back int
with only small holding forces in and around Hothe Court,
Amery Court area, whilst the bulk of the army was in the
tion they dare not lose, as they must not be driven away
tained their siege train and hospitals as well as stores,
was some 2 miles north of Blean, ready to move south into
quired. The previous day, the French engineers had const
right rear of Amery Court, which would not be visible to
had passed Blean village and were fully committed.

The British had moved up to about a mile from Blean by midday and deployed into
attack lines. Few French units were in sight, and the British advanced behind a
thick screen of cavalry and riflemen. (Note: Only markers were used on the wargnme
table until units were within recognition range - estimated at about 1,000 yards (20
ins.) on an average, with obvious variations). Action began when units were fired on
from Hothe Court, where the French voltigeur garrison fought well, beating off the
initial attack. But the British plan was to simply mask this area, and push through
between the two Courts, then drive north and south from their central position. It
was perhaps a pity they did not clear the Hothe Court area, to leave themselves free
for a main thrust north later, for when they decided at about 12.^5 (3 game moves) to
turn north and attack Amery Court and Clowes Wood they had to detach a sizeable force
to guard their rear, as French hussars and infantry continually sallied from the
Hothe Court woods whenever any opportunity presented itself. These attacks, though
never of more than battalion strength, caused some loss and, for all the British knew,
might be only the prelude to larger attacks from concealed supports.

By this time British riflemen in great force had cleared Blean village and were
skirmishing against the discovered redoubt and some voltigeurs along the edge of
Clowes Wood. The main bulk of the infantry, having advanced along the valley to a
point due south of Amery Court, now turned and put in a strong attack on the big
house. Two French battalions guarding the outer enclosures were shattered by superior
musketry and retired behind the main building. Two British Line battalions followed
by a second wave of 2 Guards battalions and supported by four other Line units attack-r



ed the Court direct,

The French had leng been undecided just what the British plan vw, «r whether
any flanking force was coming round well to north of Blean (only the umpire knew the
total effective strength of both armies), and had almost left it teo late te make an;
counter-stroke. But suddenly they decided to throw everything into a counter-attack'
from Clowes Wood and through Blean village itself, which had unaccountably been lef,
ungarrisoned when the British passed through. Patrols had shown at last that thert
were no British in the far northern arm of Church Wood, so the French cavalry wero
brought down the Whitstable road from the north, and all the infantry and cavalry in
Clowes Wood debouched into the open.

The British, quite undaunted, pressed their attack, but on the narrow frontage
their numbers could not be properly used. They also had to keep in a 4-deep forma
tion (double line) because of cavalry near. The French in Amery Court eat off the
first wave, and the Guards, charging with the bayonet instead of relying on musketry
as the first wave had done, lost a third of their strength and had to run back behind,
their supports. The French now had 30 cannon in action between Blean and Amery Court,
and their cavalry poured through Blean and deployed to wait for the guns to do their
work. Cavalry which had been in support behind the redoubt suddenly attacked down
towards Hothe Court woods and routed some militia battalions. A militia brigade ad
vancing to retake Blean was charged and routed by fresh Young Guard units, and suddenr
ly the British were hemmed in a most exposed position from which they had no hope of
deploying. Retreat was inevitable, and the militia and Line infantry withdrew south-
westwards, covered by the still largely intact cavalry. A third of the French
cavalry was now rallying after scattering in pursuit of broken militia, so only the
cannon harried the retreat.

British losses were three times that of the French amounting to 10% of their
infantry and cavalry. But the main point was that, with the largest army the British
could muster at this stage of the campaign in this part of England, they had b
able to beat the French, and must fall back on defensive warfare. The turning „
had been reached in the south-east only a day after the battle of Clydach in Wale
had lost the British the initiative in the West. The transports slipping over fr—
Dunkirk were now landing 1,200 cavalry or about 2,^00 infantry at each trip at either
Ramsgate or Whitstable, so the advantage of numbers was now to lie with the French
from now on. The battle of Blean had been fought with the British superior by about
7 to 5 in numbers, but the next battle would very likely be fought with a French
superiority.
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The British army retired to the Medway and began constructing XieiawerKs, expect
ing a thrust at London, and forgetting just how formidable the Medway position must
look to the French, with Maidstone and Chatham both heavily fortified. The Franch
planners were in fact about to lhange their minds again. They had succeeded in estab
lishing a serious threat to Lenofon from the south-east, but had no confidence in their
ability to take L#ndon. Instead they realised that they could use their proximity to
London to some advantage in order to cover a big change in strategy. The area where



COUNSELS OF WAR.

These musings follow a browse through 1970 Wargamer's Newsletter and are my own
thoughts on some of the issues that seem to be agitating wargamers, to judge by the
correspondence.

First of all, this fancy distinction between "fun" and "serious" wargaming. My
first comments on this were inclined to be rather ribald, so it is just as well that
I am writing this after reflection. I assume that amateurs, as we are, play wargames
for pleasure, and not as some sort of mission or calling - I exclude the wargames
played by Governments - although sometimes one wonders. If then, we play for pleas
ure, what are people getting all steamed up about? The man who tries to match up his
rules to scale/time relationships and actual formations of the time must get pleasure
out of it, as well as those who play "all of a heap", but please do not let U6 start
talking about a "serious" game. This is a contradiction in terms, and applies to all
games of any sort. We play our games with toys, as all games are played; a set of
golf clubs, or a pack of cards, are just as much toys as any other equipment used for
play. One plays any game to win, within the rules and conventions laid down, but one
should play games for nourishment, not punishment.

Having said that, we get discussions over rules and here is where some people
seem to get too steamed up. First, this question of Nationally laid down rules. There
is no body, or person, of sufficient stature or following to "lay down" rules for war
gaming, so what is all the worry about? People will make up rules, some will publish
them, and if they are good they will be bought and used - this is the only criterion,
and if anyone thinks he has a good set, and they should be revealed to the multitude,
then for goodness sake publish, and await the reaction.

Some things in the Newsletter are amusing - all the swotting up of weapon
effects, ranges, penetration, and nothing at all about the ability of the poor bods
who have to handle them. I am very pleased to have seen in print what is known to be
fact in practice, that only 1% of men can hope to hit anything with a rifle at much
over 200 yard6. Perhaps we should look more to this aspect of things military rather
more closely than we do, and also remember that all troops are not eagerly awaiting
action, or are uniformly brave and dutiful - inertia is one of the principal charac
teristics of the soldier and always has been, up to the point of commitment^, but
when there is no return, then things can be different.

Now, what is a "professional" wargamer? In my book, a professional is a person
who gains all, or a major part of his living, from exercising his skill in a certain
direction, and really I know of no one in wargaming as such who does so. There are
people making figures, writing books and so on, but they are not making money fight
ing wargames, and this to my mind is what would constitute a "professional".

Board games of the Avalon Hill type have been much in the news, and I deplore
the apparent class distinction that may be growing up between the devotees of these
and those who maintain that wargaming with models is the only thing worth doing. Have
a go at them all, you will find you have been missing something if you concentrate
too narrowly. One point I would like to inquire about, and particular of our American
board game devotees. Do you put a time limit in movement time for Avalon Hill and
similar games, as is done in Chess? It seems to me that if this is not done much of
the interest will be lost, as there will be the people who will take an interminable
time analysing each situation, and the things that make these games so interesting
will be lost in boredom. By this, I mean the necessity for quick appreciation, and
reaction, whereby an opponent can be "thought" off balance, if he only has a limited
time to consider, and make, his answering moves. Come to think of it, time limit
moves would not be a bad thing on the wargames table with models, and for the same
reasons.

—ooOoo

"The bowmen let fly among them at large, and did not lose a single shaft, for
every arrow told on horse or man .... So the knights ... fell, slain or sore-otricken,
almost without seeing the men who slew them."
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A HEW BOOK FOR ALL t'HE SKTHUSIASTS iHO MAKE

ANU COLLECT MODEL SOLDIERS AND MILITARY

VEHICLES

MILIT.^Y MODELLING

by

DONALD FK;tTHa.'.a'BOI''a

Thorough, easy-to-follow inntruction in the
making of model soldiers, military vehicles and
builuings, wnd how Lo convert or adopt existing
models. The arts of moulding and casting, sold'.r-
ini;, i;luein, and paintinc are explained, as well
as the construction of dioramas and their display

cabinets.

For those who prefer to work .;ith more up-to-
date- materials, much information is given on the
assembly and convornion of Historex and Airfix
plastic models.

160 pa^eo, fully illustrated - 38s. -d.

I'ublinhed by fcaye and Ward,
19^-200 »ishopn/*ute,
London ii.O.Z,

A. A. JOHNSTON . flfbfabi, £JL &%i^
PITNEY :: LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

- we are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and s/hand
Military books, imnediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
TIIK MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. UOpps. p.free 36/8d
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " 36/8d
BRITISH INFANTRY KIJGIMRNTS 1660-191** A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd.

including colour " 26/-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 19^5. New facsimile
reprint of the rare U.S.War Dept. Manual.7"x10" hundreds of illus
trations inc. pages of colour p.freel39/6d.
HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 19^5. New reprint and compan
ion to previous item. p.free 139/6d
THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof.illustd. in colour, p.f. 6/-
How to Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. p.free *t3/6d
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-14 and Waterloo
R.K.Riehn. Illustd. uniform colour guide. p.free 27/6d
THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform
colour guide, companion to previous item. p.free 14/Od

UISHMAN AidMLLKKY 191^-1918 U.Nash. Prof, lllustd. inc. colour, Uniforms,
Equipment, etc. P.Free 26/-d.
JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-19^5 R.Dilley. Prof. Illustd.
inc. colour. P.Free 26/-d.
DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Uarman.
11•J" x 8£" 20^ ppa. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several hundred
items of dress, P.Free 64/6d.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT

TITLES BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.
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"I enclose my yearly subscription, which must be about due. You certainly keep
up the standard of the Newsletter remarkably well; my own favourites were "The Bombar
Succession" and "The Colonel's Table". I really think you would be fully entitled to
raise your subscription but, on second thoughts the flood of students and sixth-form
types who must form at least half the hobby now suggests that you are wise to keep
the price down.

I enjoyed your recent War Game Campaign book: full of bright ideas and not bogged
down in too much detail. Your refight of Rolica was of personal interest to me, as I
had done it several times myself; it being a neat little battle which sort of grows
on you. When you come to consider it, it is the reverse of several of the better
known Peninsula battles with the positions reversed ... The French, outnumbered and
holding the crest of a ridge and the British attacking in column (perhaps) and demon
strating that a rapid deployment was the answer: in the early stages, the French
musketry seemed quite effective too - perhaps they tended to crack up after a few
volleys, as far as a fire-fight was concerned. Also, one couldn't help but wonder
why Loison did not arrive to the sound of the guns: evidently this same Loison was a
bit of a cruel devil; having massacred the entire population of the village of Evora,
not long before."

Derrick Atwell (Sheffield).

—-00O00---

"I enclose this information in the hope that you may want to pasB it on to other
wargamers via the Wargamer's Newsletter.

I have just seen a book in the local bookshop entitled "The Loss of the 'Scharn-
horst'" by A.J.Watts, published by Ian Allan at 25s. -d. This monograph seems heaven
sent for naval wargamers wishing to re-fight this rather one-sided action. The first
part of the book gives the narrative of the action and the events leading up to it are
described under daily sub-headings. There are also frequent plans showing the rela
tive positions of the various groups of ships and the cruising dispositions taken up
by them. The book is well illustrated with photographs, too, many of which I have
never seen before, and including such items of interest as views of various classes of
gun turrets.

No less valuable (some may find it moreso) is the second section giving all manna*
of data. Not only are there details of the participating warships, but also a list of
merchant ships in convoy JW55B, a comparison of the British and German guns (including
maximum ranges - I never realised that the German 11" guns outranged British 1*f" by
nearly 10,000 yards!), a detailed break-down of the firing of "Duke of York's" 1*t"
turrets, numbers of shells fired by the ships (British only), torpedoes fired at
"Scharnhorst", notes on British and German gunnery, and details of visibility under
various conditions in that part of the world. A list of further reading is also in
cluded.

From my rather hurried glance, I should think there are all the details required
for a reconstruction of this action, and I for one hope that thi6 is only the first of
a series of books along the same lines from Ian Allan.

Since I myself work in a bookshop (not, alas, the one where I saw this book) I
was able to discover from a publisher's representative that David and Charles are
hoping to publish a reprint of Jane's Fighting Ships for 1939- It is at the moment
scheduled for next March, but no price details are yet known. Hoping that you find
this information worth reproducing."

M. Raymond (Nottingham).

-—ooOoo

"I picked up second-hand Scullard's Scipio Africanus (Thames and Hudson) and
personally I would not buy it, only it was going so cheap, if one has "Liddell Hart's
Scipio Africanus (as I have also) one does not need Scullard's one - it is merely a
re-hash of the older one.

Before I close, has anyone any information regarding the differences between the
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Red Indian Tribes?? In spite of the remarks going around there MUST have been diffexv
ences - just imagine you were a "Brave" moving through some forest and you saw anoth
er brave skulking along - what do you do - go up and 6ay "How" - and receive a toma
hawk up your jumper!? The Blackfeet, it is said, were called this because the soles
of their moccasins were black - I would like to see someone going up to a fierce lock
ing Indian and saying "beg your pardon, mate," and lifting up his foot to check if he
was a 31ackfootll Imagine if he wasn't one!!! Cor, blimey!!

Have just heard that a book was re-printed for about £3»15s. -d. by Dial Press,
New York in 1959 - called - "George Catlin and the Old Frontier" by Harold McCracken
- full of coloured plates and line drawings. Catlin was one of the first writers on
Red Indians, I saw his original books many years ago in a Library - 2 volumes of most
ly coloured plates - most interesting."

Archie Cass (London).

ooOoo

"I enclose herewith my cheque (37s.6d.) being for a copy of your latest contri
bution to wargaming generally, "Wargame Campaigns". I must say it puzzles me as to
how you find the time for your manifold activities in support of our hobby - writing,
personal visits, and I presume an occasional game plus the monthly production of
Newsletter must take out much from the daily period wherein the "daily crust" is
earned. Only you know whether the financial reward repays your vast labours. I can
not think there can be very much in it for you but I must state that I am (with my
son) one who appreciates all you do and have done to further the pleasant pastime
which, thanks to you and your friends - T.Bath etc; is a lively "chicken" if not yet
the larger "bird". Maybe with me it is old age - but my days are never long enough.

Be it as it may, my son's and my thanks for your efforts. I might mention too,
the promptness with which the monthly magazine arrives, here again one must give you
credit. Being one of your earlier supporters and knowing just how much you have con
tributed to the hobby over the years, I hope the support you deserve continues to be
given you and the continued good health to go with it."

S.Swinburne (Repton).

ooOoo

"I am a lone Canadian in the heart of Canada, and when I go down there, I go to
play wargames as I find opponents hard to come by. While there (the IFW Convention
at Lake Geneva, Wise. U.S.A.) I tried my hand as a commander in 20mm Napoleonics.
This fascinated me last year and I swore to get into it this year. We started at
10.30 a.m. and went to about *+.30 p.m. The game stopped because some players got
tired, I personally was truly enjoying every minute of it. The French commander said
that he had captured the farm and the bridge, only two good strongholds on that flank
amrt that we did not have a chance. I, as the Austrian commander, argued that he took
so many loses getting them it would bleed him to get the end of the road, his objec
tive, plus the fact that if I held one more move I had reinforcements coming. Un
fortunately I rolled badly on amount of artillery ammunition. After more arguments,
the French insisted they had the thing won, and the referee was about to give them a
win when I stated that they had still not gained the agreed objective, so he awarded
them a 60-40 win in order to give out the prizes. Anyway, I really had a lot of fun
with it. I am collecting 30mm Napoleonics and at the moment am gettini figures from
Ed Suren. f/ith me it is French versus Austrians. When they are painted they do look
lovely.

As for being alone, my son will play a few games at times although he plays well,
he is not a real nut on the hobby. Incidentally I am using "Column, Line and Square"
rules for my Napoleonics.

My interests in the hobby are wide spread - from modern and sailing ship naval
games through Romans, French Foreign Legion, A.C.W., Napoleonics and Modern."

George A. Lord (Thunder Bay, Ontario).

00O00

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAG

Full Page
Half Page

£5. -s. -d. (#12.00). Quarter Page ... £1. 5s. -d. (#3.00).
£2.10s. -d. (#6.00). Eighth Page ... 12s. 6d. (#1.50).

Classified adverts 2d. (2 cents) per word.



BATTLE REPORT OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF BUCKLESFORD BERRY

by

Chris Beaumont

This was a battle in which my new system of
written orders worked very effectively. Basically,
the method is that instead of writing orders for all
units each move, the general gives orders to his units at the start of the game for
as many moves as he thinks fit, usually as many as he can plan ahead for.

Thus unit "A" might be told "Advance din-ctly forward for first 3 moves till
you re^ch such-and-such a position. Then rem;.in stationary till further orders".

So unit "A" would do precisely this. Regardless of other events the unit would
march straight forward; if enemy troops block the way, the unit will march against
them and still try to carry out its orders. If the situation changes and the general
later wishes to recall the unit or otherwise change its orders he can do the follow-
ing:-

1) Ride to the unit himself and give orders.
2) Send an aide with fresh orders.
3) Throw an "initiative" dice. A 5 or 6 means the unit's colonel has the brains

to rewrite his orders.

The same choices apply when a unit has run out of orders or for some reason can
not carry out orders. The only thing that c-n be oruured each move is what formation
the unit is in, and which way it is facing.

A game played with this system has the following characteristics:

The first few moves are fast and smooth running ;'S mor.t of the orders are pre
written; a commander outwitted by his opponent cannot immediately rectify the situa
tion but must suffer the penalty of having to send aides all over the place to give
fresh orders; the C-in-C figures do not spend all their time dashing along the front
line encouraging their troops but are .ore usually founu with the reserve troops,
waiting to give instant orders for the commitment of these forcer, the m iment the

critical moment of the battle arrives. Above all, battles tend to be more restrained
and orderly, with battalions kept in ordered lines, as there is little opportunity for
individual units to go charging off on their own at a moment's notice.

It all sounds terribly complicated but is really very simple and really puts the
atmosphere in a game. I think if 1 tried a game now with move-by-move erders it would
seem extremely dull and artificial.

This affair took place some time between 17'*0 and 1765, somewhere in Europe. For
reasons best known to themselves a Franco-Austrian army and a Prussian-German army
came face-to-face near the village of Bucklesford Berry and decided to settle their
political differences with a battle.

The plan shows how the forces were laid out initially.

F.<ENCH/mUSTRIAN3 : Commanded by the "Due d'Orleana" (Chris lieaumont) and consist
ing of one Austrian line battalion, four French line battalions, and one battalion of
the French Guards. Cavalry: two squadrons each of dragoons and cuirassiers, and one
each of hussars and French life guards. Four companies of jagcrs and two batteries of
artillery completed the force.

GERMANS: Six battalions of line infantry, two of these from ^urtemberg, one from
Hesse-Kassel, and three from Prussia. Two squadrons each of cuirassiers, dragoons and
hussars; also three artillery batteries and four companies of jugers. Commanded by
"Prinz Ludwig" (1-hil .odd).

11
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Prinz Ludwig laid out his army in a simple line, with his guns dispersed between
his battalions along the length of his front, and his cavalry and light troops on the
right flank. He intended that his centre and left would remain stationary while his
strong right swept forward over the hill to seize the wood and crush the Franco-
Austrian left. Thus, when the battle opened the only movement in his force was on
his right.

When the Due d'Orleans saw how the enemy artillery was ranged in front of him he
instantly realised that the straight attack he had contemplated against the enemy
centre would never work. He resolved upon a bold march over the hill to throw all his
weight upon the German left where the artillery would not be able to play on his
battalions so well. The German general watched in surprise as the five French batta
lions swung into column and set off up the hill behind the French artillery, which
was getting the worst of a duel with thd Prussian guns.

The German light infantry advanced against the Austrian jagers in the wood and
skirmished with them for a while, but the line infantry following behind, being un
able to penetrate the- wood, had to march round. The Death's Head Hussars swept round
behind the wood, hoping to take the Austrian battalion in rear, but faced with a
solid Looking square they shied off, as they had no orders to risk frontal attacks;
they contented themselves with chopping up Austrian light troops running defeated
from the wood.

The main events of the contest, however, were taking place on the German left,
l-rinz Ludwig, who happened to have placed himself on this wing, with the ,,'urtemberg
battalions, was cursing himself for not having formed a reserve, as the whole of the
French infantry prepared to attack down the hill. However, Orleans, the architect of
this r.kilful concentration of force, also had worries, for a small group of Hessian
jagers were hanging about the flank of his infantry and picking off men as the troops
advanced. The French general called on the cavalry units nearest to him, the hussars
and the Life Guards, and led them against the skirmishers, who quickly withdrew into
the village of Little Musgrave, where the cavalry could not reach them, and from where
they picked off a good many hussars.

The infantry attack was launched, but, encouraged by the presence of Prinz Ludwig
himself, the two Wurtemberg battalions fought with remarkable strength, and though
outnumbered two to one they fell back gradually but retained their order. Ludwig did
not think they could hold on much longer, and when they broke the battle would be lost
for him, so he desperately called for troops from the centre and right to come up and
bolster the defence.

However worried Ludwig might be, Orleans shared his feelings. He, too, knew that
the Wurtembergers were on the point of breaking, but, unwilling to commit his reserve
too rashly he had not brought up any cavalry with his infantry. Now a couple of
squadrons thrown against the Wurtembergers would have smashed them, but he had none;
all his cuirassiers and dragoons were still neatly drawn up in the centre, and their
brigadier wasn't sending a single squadron to help (shades of Minden!). Orleans rea
lised too late that he should have stayed back with the cavalry ready to order them
forward the moment they were needed, and now, rather belatedly, he galloped back to
wards them to call them to the attack.

Again and again the French infantry hurled themselves on to the piecemeal line of
Wurtemberg troops, but even the French Guards could make no headway as Ludwig managed
to rush up a battalion of Prussians from the centre to strengthen the line, and turned
some of his artillery to face the attack. Too late, Orleans led the cavalry forward;
his infantry were by then withdrawing, spent and shattered, over the hill and so he
halted his cavalry and called a retreat.

CONCLUSIONS: Orleans had conceived a great plan which outwitted his opponent,
but failed in executing it, in that he should have sent a strong cavalry force with

the initial attack to exploit immediately the infantry success.

Prinz Ludwig shouxa nave had s*. reserve at hand. Had there been a unit free to
support his overwhelmed flank from the start Orleans' move would i.ave been foiled. ..s
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it went, Ludwig was saved only 1/ the ccrage of the ^/urtembergers (some good dice
there!) in holding the French onslaught. Ludwig's own attack around the wood might
have worked rather more smoothly had he known at the start that his line infantry
could not march through the wood; in future he will have a quick look at the rules
before he draws up a plan of attack!
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AIRFIX CONVERSIONS - NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY

by

Mike Lockyer

French Artillery a Cheval de la Garde:

Source: A.C...'. Artillery.

A fairly easy conversion but with a little effort
and very careful! painting the result is good. Mine
I am particularly proud of, they have to be to serve
with the Garde.

I have done them in winter dress 1812 - they are
wearing their pelisse, instead of slung. First I
trimmed away all unwanted details, straps, pouches,
haversacks etc. A busby was made from plasticine
also bag and cockade, the fur is represented by scour
ing the plasticine with a needle before covering with
clear nail varnish.

fttFcxVc

4£ ren

Coat skirts were cut to waist level and the fur

trimming to wrists, neck and waist were made by thin
layers of plasticine covered in nail varnish. Sabres
were made from pins bent with a p.ir of pliers and
sabertaches from thin paper.

The gun crew sergeant made from A.C.//. officer on
foot has his long coat trimmed to waist level and made
into trousers by trimming to the legs all around and
smoothing away with a hot knife between the legs. The
outrider to limber is done the same as other gunners
a shabraque is added made from plasticine pricked with
a pin to represent fur. The limber itself has the
limber and base >Out off leaving only wheels, axle and
pole to horses. This is turned upside down a pin
thrust through the axle from underneath this is the
spike on which the towed gun rests.

The officer for the crew is the mounted A.C.W.
officer, again all unwanted detail is removed by
either cutting or smoothing with a hot knife. A
busby, cockade and bag is made as for the gunners,
also sabre and sabretache. A pelisse is slung over
the left shoulder and back, this is made from plasti
cine and then hardened with clear nail varnish.

The plasticine is shaped thus -
the fur edging is represented by thin
pieces of plasticine added and then
scoured with a pin to represent fur.
A shabraque is made the same way as the outriders to
the limber.

The resulting figures have been painted very
elaborately with as much detail as possible - mous
taches, side whiskers, buttons, barrelled sashes,
overall buttons, shadows under cuffs and straps etc,
The result if done well is very, very good.

ooOoo

The little Battle of Britain game (written up in the April issue) is now gener
ally available and makes a fine little game for break times, and will introduce
Junior (and some parents) into basics of tactical movement. It can be obtained
direct from:-

Spiring Enterprises Ltd., North Holmwood, Dorking, Surrey.

For 5s. -d. including postage and packing,
into a school satchel (or a briefcase!).

The whole box will fit conveniently
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WE MAY NOT MAKE THE FINEST WAR GAME SOLDIERS IN THE rfORLD
BUT A LOT OF OUR CUSTOMERS TELL US THAI' WE DO!

JACK SCRUBY'S

MILITARY MINIATURES
2044 South Linwood Ave.

VISALIA. CALIFORNIA 93277 U.S.A.

Write us today for a special Bulletin we have- prepared for British war
gamers which explains how to purchase our new 1970 catalogue (listing 1500 war fame
soldiers) and how to order military miniatures from the United States.

You'll find a whole new world of model soldiers awaiting you at
SCRUBY MINIATURES!
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A WARGAMEK

TICK?

by

Philip Carradice.

It is with some degree of trepidation that I take
up my pen to write this. As a newcomer to wargaming,
with only two months experience behind me, there are
those who would say, and perhaps justifiably so, that
I have neither the right nor the experience to write about the finer arts of wargam
ing. To some extent I would agree with them but I thought that perhaps for once it
would be valuable to see the other side of the coin - instead of sitting back and
allowing the "old hands" to spout words of wisdom it might be advantageous to hear
the impressions of a complete newcomer.

I had long been interested in the possibility of fighting battles with model
soldiers but it came as quite a shock for me to see just how well organised the hobby
wa;s. I had expected a number of individuals up and down the country to be enthusiasts
but I was quite unprepared for the various clubs and societies, Newsletters, journals
and books which all deal with wargaming. May I say now that in my humble opinion
Newsletter is by far the best of all the ones I have come across and I find that I
tend to read it on the day it arrives and spend the next thirty days eagerly awaiting
the next copy.

One of the first things I had to do on taking up the hobby was to choose an area
to which I could devote the majority of my wargaming interest. My idea is that I can
build up and operate in one period, and expand into other areas, centuries, etc.,
later on when I gain more experience. I chose the American Civil War for my initial
experiments. The reasons for this are many and varied but apart from the fact that
it is a conflict which has always fascinated me, the main reason was that during the
American Civil War there took place over 2,000 battles or skirmishes. These varied
from tiny cavalry actions to such devastating and tragic affairs as Gettysburg, in
volving raids into enemy territory, battles for bridges, river crossings, railways and
so on. Unlike later wars it was a war of movement in the old sense and at the same
time involving modern weapons and machinery. All of this provides ample scope for the
wargamer.

Also the figures are quite easy to obtain. The Airfix 20mm, or more correctly I
suppose 25mm figures come up really excellently when painted and with sets of Union
and Confederate Infantry, cavalry and artillery, they have a wide enough range to pro
vide at least a basis for further development. When these sets are added to with
standard bearers, gatling guns, etc., obtainable from such firms as Miniature Figur
ines, they look really effective. Also the Civil War was the first of the modern wars
and soldiers were less keen to wear bright colours which would make them easy targets
for snipers. Thus there was always some degree of discrepancy in the colours worn and
the uniforms, although mainly blues and greys, were not always completely 'uniform'
throughout the armies. So one is therefore given some degree of laxity in painting
the figures.

I hope that these random thoughts have not proved too boring and that no one
immediately jumps up to say "What right has he " Let me conclude by saying that
although I am a complete newcomer to wargaming I am as dedicated to the hobby as some
one who has been fighting wargames for forty years.

—ooOoo

FRENCH INVASION OF ENGLAND - Continued from Page 6.

the French were now in greatest strength, and least likely to be seriously threatened
was Wales. The Kent army, then, would slip South and then across Sussex and aim at
driving north-west well clear of London, to join up with the Army of Wales at Glouces
ter or thereabouts. The British would interpret each change of direction as an
attempt to approach London from an unguarded side, and would always keep on the London
side of the French defensively, instead of attacking them on the march.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH.
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF NAVAL WARGAMING

by

Stuart J. Fanshaw

I have been reading your book "Naval War Games", and came across something in
the movement rules that I could not accept and felt I must write to you about. Sr
this has had to wait until I had the time to write.

On page 88 of "Naval War Games", you quote the rules of one Gerard de Gre, Lieut.
USNR (Ret). Can he really have served in the US navy always in power vessels? His
rules state:

"5. Ships may not sail directly into the wind, tiooility facte- X 0." (agreed).

"6. When beating into the wind, that is when the wind is coming into the ship
at approximately 45 degrees of the bow, the mobility factor is X 1" (in
other words, slow).

"7. .'.'hen reaching into the wind, that is wnen the wind is coming in at 90 de
grees perpendicular to the beam, the mobility factor is X 2" (speed medium).

"8. When on the broad re ch or sailing directly before the wind, that is, when
the wind is directly behind the ship or at 45 degrees of the stern, the
mobility factor is X 3" (speed fast).

On page 90, Mr. A. .Saunders is quoted as saying:

"Let us suppose that the ship is sailing with the wind aft. the fastest sailing
position of all."

Elsewhere in the book the same misconception is perpetuated. Anyone who has done
any sailing at all will tell you that in fact beating is the fastest sailing position.
;each the next fastest, broad reaching next, and running before the wind is the slow
est (and most uncomfortable). To the 'landlubber' it may seem logical that the more
you try to sail towards the wind which is your propellant, the slower you must go, as
the wind must tend to blow you backwards. If the ship had no grip in the water this
would be so (e.g. a flat bottomed craft). For the explanation of this, consider wha'
forces influence the movement of the ship. Ignore tidal set (for all your rules
quoted do so), and it is wind strength and sail area. Without any grip on the water,
given by draught (depth of hull below water) and keel or adjustable drop keel in
shallow draught vessels, she could not sail in any direction except directly before
the wind, or very slightly to right or left of it, as the wind would simply blow the
whole ship over the surface of the water.

So Ae next-'1 joint is the/SF£a fcff/fcanvas. Conslrafcfc/the four
below: rT\ ,^-^L. '^f~\ r"-r*-

;ches

Sketch fio.1 is looking down wind on a ship beating, No.2 is reaching, No. 3 is
broad reaching and No.k is running. Notice the area of canvas that is visible to the
wind, and how much is shielded. In sketch No.4 only the sails on the main mast re
ceive the full force of the wind, and the topsail on the main mast gets some - the
rest of the sails will feel virtually none of the wind force, so the propellant force
is only about one-third or less.

Now consider the strength of wind, and the penomenon that sailors call the
'^apparent wind". Consider these four sketches:

Sketch No. 5 is again beating, No. 6 reaching, No. 7 broad reaching and No.
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tunning. No. 5shows that the ship is moving towards the wind, and so the speedof
•he ship is added to that of the wind. Suppose that the wind speed is 10 tots, and
he ship speed is 10 kts (your figure for a frigate). This means that the apparent
,ind on the sails is about 18 knts, thus making the ship move a little faster yet
aoout 14 knts). In No. 6the ship moves across the wind n^.the' "5"f"ngb^Pt^'reasing the wind pressure (10 knts). In sketch No. 7all sails are filied but the
hie L movin* away from the wind, and so reduces the wind pressure on the sails, sayyabout 5S, -d thus the apparent wind is reduced to only 5knts. Thus the vessel
Lt slow down This of course increases the wind pressure, and the vessel will gain
liUle speea approximately 7knts speed. Sketch No. 8shows «£ •^•"J**"^

ferom the wind, only the sails on the main mast receive any wind, thus reducing the
d h£f Sis is directly away from the wind which reduces the apparent wind

further -speed only about 4knts. And this is without any ^---^ tlJal =
stream. Thus you get speeds as follows: No.5 = 15 knts. No. 6 = 10 knts. No. 7
b knts. No. 8 = 4 knts.

To show that the square riggers could and did turn their grds ne"gWj^to
rf«i the centre-line of the ship, I have copied a picture of the Brig Waterwitcn on
trials in IS?" from 'Three Centuries of Sailing' by Ernie Bradford (borrowed from th<
Public Library).

I could not let this subject pass, particularly as you emphasise that "argamer.
striv to reproduce all situations realistically You are at Southampton - go down
to any Sailing Club on the Solent and I am sure that anyone will be glad to take you
out and demonstrate the different points of sailing - in a fresh breeze you will
really see and feel the difference.

/'

U. S«|A. 1852.

(<ory Fnan -n,«ft CtNTu.,,-, o» S*^,»S By Eanl£ Brtrort



THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Mark F. Goldberg

I happen to be a member of the International Federation of Wargaming. Last time,
I heard, our membership last month was 185, this month it is 2051 A number of
members run Avalon Hill game Societies, there is the Game Design Bureau run by ex-
IFW President Scott Duncan and much more. With a particularly large increase of
members in the Mid-West area (a dozen members are known to Ray Johnson and Fred
Vietmeyer, the U.S.A's I.'apoleonics experts) and having 3 members running the Univer
sity of Illinois's Chicago Circle Campus's Game Society, we have been able to secure
an entire cafeteria for weekly meetings during school sessions. The caeteria is
about 30 x 80 yards! Pushing tables together gives us at least 20 x. 20 feet 'tables'

One of the mor epic battles featured over a half-dozen players per side, and
about 20 tanks per side! (There were also mortars, MGs and a company of infantry,
but they so bogged down play that they were removed after the 4th turn!) An unford-
able river divided the board into a German and Soviet sector. Two towns with bridges
formed focal points for attacks and whole 5 tank platoons would wheel across the
board.

At the next meeting, Avalon Hill and miniatures were combined. Each side had a
mapboard of about 22 x 23 inches, with platoon sized units. The judges had a 3rd
board which showed all the units on-board; both side's Supreme Commander wrote out
their orders, the judges compared them and issued information reports, and major
forces sighting each other were placed on the miniatures table with the appropriate
terrain.

Obviously, this game lends itself quite readily to campaign play and to recogni
tion of certain logistics problems but should be regarded as such and is not to be
played in a few hours! (Each side had about half a battalion of tanks, and another
half-battalion of infantry and infantry weapons involved).

I agree with Newell Chamberlin in that plastics are far superior to leadl Not
only are they MUCH cheaper (we students simply CANNOT afford to buy a 20-man lead
regiment when we can get 15 or 20 times that many plastic troops from Airfix!) and
the quality of the plastics in some instances are superior! Unfortunately, lead can
easily be painted while Airfix insists upon coming up with newer types of plastic
that NOTHING will stick to! In fact, I have been entertaining the idea of doing the
7 Years War with Airfix Civil .Jar figures (Prussian basic colour was blue, and
Austrian was white, which is close enough to grey to suit me!) One can call the Civil
War artill ;ry pieces available "6 pdrs", and use 7th Cavalry troopers as Prussian
Dragoons or hussars. The armoured knights from the Sherrif of Nottingham sets make
excellent cuirassiers. Admittedly, they do not look too authentic, but the effect is
gooc. Besides, the soul of an artist I don't have, but merely the one of a wargamer,
especially one who enjoys campaigns!

I should mention that several plans are underway to take a popular series of
"Sword and 3>^cery" fantasy (such as R.iJ.Howard's colourful "Conan" series) and con
struct an Avalon Hill strategic, miniature tactical game out of itj with economic
political, and, especially, diplomatic rules. (How about an article on the huge
'underground' Diplomacy cult? There are more Diplomacy 'zines out than any other
type of wargaming magazine on any other subject!)

—-00600

"The Newsletter is still by far the best wargames periodical available and one
thing about the recent numbers I like is the return of the friendly human interest
material. I am almost as interested in wargamers, their views and their collections
as I am in the game itself. I think a lot of wargamers share my opinion and that
this to some extent explains the reputation of Wargames Digest and early Newsletters.

How about encouraging other readers to writeon fields they have visited and what
they learned from a personal inspection, how it affected their views of the battle
and period? I particularly remember an account of a visit among the Boers in an old
Newsletter and an account of Dettingen with photograph. If you do suggest this tho'
- would also advise that Waterloo and Gettysburg are of little interest! (Not that
I have been to Gettysburg, mind ... perhaps it just feels as if I have!)"

Alan Hansford Waters (Braintree).
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WHAT NOT TO MISS

This uonth I an delighted to describe soue of the best new offerings for a long
tie*. When one talks of modol artillery then the name Hinchliffe automatically
follows and their latest range of British and French Napoleonic guns in 25mm scale
will bo much welcomed by the wargamer. As befits everything turned out by Hinchliffe,
they are brilliant little models - I have seen British 6pdr (6s.-d.); 9pdr (6s.-d.);
10 inch Howitzer (8s.-d.) and French 8pdr (6s.-d.); 12pdr (6s.-d.); and 10 inch
mortar (5s.-d.).

The 1/150 scale card models of Military Vehicles obtainable from Greening,
Knoll Cottage, Knoll Road, Dorking, Surrey, are one of the most exciting and original
wargaming items I have seen for a long time. With two vehicles printed on an appro
priately coloured card so that painting is not needed (although camouflage painting
tnd Unit marking can easily be carried out) and with fully rotating turrets, these
simply put-together models are in such a suitable scale and are so cheap in price
that modern wargaming is revolutionised. For 2s.5*. you get four cards making up in
to eight vehicles and for £1. -s. -d. you get 48 cards makimg up into 96 vehicles!
The range at present is rather limited but is constantly increasing. One
can get Sherman tanks; Bren carriers; Cruiser tanks (Cromwell); Number Scout Cars and
German Tigers; Hetzers; Mark IV tank; Personnel Carrier Kfz251/1 and a Panther tank.
Write to this firm for full details of these fine little vehicles which look most

realistic when made up.

I have received from the famous American model soldier manufacturer Jack Scruby
his Catalogue Supplement and Newsletter listing the new Ready-Cast S'cruby Miniatures
in 25mm; 30mm and 5^mm scale. The list has an attractive range of several hundred
of their most popular figures which have been turned out so as to form a stock-pile
for a 24 hour delivery schedule at a price lower than the regular charge for these
figures. Ambrite who now control Scruby figures, are planning to cut back prices on
military miniatures to a i960 level and Jack claims in wargaming circles (at least
in U.S.A.) the new prices on Scruby READY-CAST models are at least 40% under other
U.S.A. produced metal figures and now compare favourably with English manufacturers
prices. I am also told that within the next six months they hope to put out sets of
painted 25mm figures probably in boxes of 4 painted infantry retailing at about £1.00.
This is an exciting new venture and wargamers are recommended to write to Jack for
details.

John Meredith of Bellona (Hawthorn Hill, Bracknell, Berkshire) has a small
quantity of discontinued lines for disposal and he is offering readers of this muga-
zine 5 Battlefield Sets (their assortment - grey or dark earth colour) for the ridi
culous sum of 5 for 10s. -d. including postage. There are only 30 such sets and the
first 30 letters received will be the lucky ones.

I have received from Arnold J. Hendrick of 10 Cole Road, Wayland, Mass. 01778,
U.S.A.. details of a new set of World War II naval wargaming rules called SURFACE
WARSHIP 1939-19^3. They are professionally printed and include a 24-page rule book
let, a large number of tables and ship statistic sheets and all the necessary playing
equipment (fire arrows, torpedo markers, turning gauges and 1:1200 (1" = 100*) deck
plans). It is claimed that SURFACE WARSHIP is different from most naval wargames and
gives a system of high-speed simultaneous play that heightens enjoyment while cutting
playing time per game to 1-2 hours. The details I have of this game are rather too
lengthy to give here but it certainly does seem to bo' an interesting and novel varia
tion on the Fletcher Pratt ship card system. Cost to American readers £2.50 each
presumably readers in Great Britain should send 25s. -d. or the dollar equivalent.

A recent visit to the Imperial War Museum in London (currently displaying a
Victoria Cross Exhibition) revealed that it is possible to buy some highly interest
ing items. At 4d. each are postcard size photographs of a number of the exhibits; at
6d. each is a big range of coloured post cards of groups of soldiers of World Wars I
and II. At the same price a most interesting set of about a dozen coloured cards of
French soldiers of the 1870 period by the famous artist Detaille. Another good buy
at 18s.6d. is an L.P. Record of marches of the Guards Division - this comes in a 14"
X 10j" 20 page coloured booklet packed with fine photographs of the Guards and details
of their history, ceremonies and present day activities. It is also possible to pur
chase all the books on tanks put out by the R.A.C. Museum at Bovington and a lot of
other items including reproductions of famous military posters.
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BOOKS
REVIEWED

BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS by uonald Featherstono. (8^' x 5^" 215 pages: 16
full-page photographs: 19 drawings by wargamer W.RJT.Jenkinson. David ana Charles
55s. -d.).

Having written chiefly for the converted in Advanced Wargames and Wargames
Campaigns, in his latest book Don Featherstone returns primarily to the task of in
troducing the novice or beginner to our hobby, so successfully performed by his
original 'War Games', which must surely share with Airfix figures the major credit
for beginning the amazing growth of wargaming in recent years.

This is not to say that there is nothing here to interest the more experienced
player, particularly in the sections on running a club, solo wargaming, and the sur
vey of periods (from which I intend to borrow an idea or two myself), but first and
foremost this is an introduction, and, as such, far the best and most comprehensive
to appear so far.

On the one hand, it includes the sort of basic information outside the actual
game that the newcomer needs - where to get figures, how to find out about conver
sions, making terrain and so on, with a good reading list including sources of in
formation on uniforms, and a list of current clubs. On the other, the main 'meat' of
the book - how to play, how to make rules, and even how to win - is most effectively
arranged, in a step-by-step manner which might almost be called 'programmed learning'.

Having introduced the basic ideas of the hobby, and covered such practical needs
as troops and terrain, the author takes his readers through three successive versions
of a simple game, each introducing new factors - infantry alone, then with cavalry,
and finally artillery - showing not only how the rules will cater for each type, but
how they will affect tactics, and simultaneously introducing both increasingly soph
isticated rules and basic tactical principles.

The second half of the book does a similar step-by-step job, but this time with
the main historical periods of warfare, showing the troops and tactics of each most
clearly and concisely, and simultaneously suggesting ways in which these factors may
be incorporated in wargame rules.

Perhaps 'suggesting' is the keyword here; the great virtue of this book is that
it is a starting-point, not a straight-jacket; the reader will acquire, not sets of
rigid rules, but ideas and principles upon which he can build in his own way, and if
he is a potential wargamer 'Battles with Model Soldiers* will surely stimulate him to
do just this. This is something which as a professional teacher I very much apprec
iate - pity there are not more introductions to other subjects which do this job as
well.

As this is a book which should do much to augment the flow of recruits to war
gaming, it is perhaps a pity that the price is relatively high, but it is considerably
longer and more comprehensive than its predecessor in this field, as well as very
fully illustrated and by present day standards certainly not unreasonably expensive.
It is certainly the book I would recommend to any would-be wargamer as his introduc
tion to the hobby.

George Gush (Tunbridge Well6 Wargame Society).

JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-1945 by Roy Dilley. (8-£" x 5-J". 48
pages: 7 colour plates: 76 pictures and drawings.Almark Publishing Co. Paperback
17s.6d. Hardback 25s. -d.).

This most useful little book is a guide to the uniforms, ranks, badges, organi
sations, small arms and infantry equipment of the Japanese Army in World War II.

With both Japanese, U.S. and British (8th Army dress) Airfix figures plus suit
able Bellona terrain-pieces available, that part of World War II between the Allies
and the Japanese is oddly, and sadly, neglected. It has much to recommend it and
this book will play a vital part in any such operations. Well put together by a
knowledgeable writer and highly informative.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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LOOKING AROTLND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - November 1970. An interesting issue for the wargamer and model
soldier collector because, apart from numerous adverts and reviews of figures etc.,
it contains articles on the construction of a 1:76 scale "Flying Jeep" (useful for
airborne forces wargames); 5^n"n conversion by Roy Dilley; a Bofors-Quad; Part 6 of
"Seven Week War"; Stalin Tank; and interesting photos of the Airfix 'Sherwood* castle
as wargame terrain.

THE ARMCHAIR GENERAL - Number 6. Contains a number of articles on the Napoleonic
period including a re-fight of the Battle of Austerlitz and a set of rules for a
simplified Napoleonic wargame; an article and uniform details of Hesse-Hanau forces
in the American Revolution; tactical rules for Libyan Desert warfare; organisation of
U.S. and Mexican forces in 1845 plus letters, reviews and the usual features.

THE BRISTOL WARGAMES SOCIETY JOURNAL - No. 9. An extremely high class Club magazine
put out at heaven-knows what cost in time and effort! Contains a most interesting
article by Ian Colwill on wargaming rules; Frederick the Great; Napoleonic invasion
of Ireland; plus other features.

CANADIAN WARGAMER - Summer 70. Contains a most interesting general article on war
gaming reprinted from a Canadian Newspaper; Rules for World War II tank battles;
uniting board games and miniatures; a Russo-German wargame report plus reviews and
other features.

DISPATCH - No.52. Includes articles on The Music of War; Displaying Your Collection;
Uniform plate with painting instructions of th.- Royal Scots Greys and another of the
21st Foot 1742 plus reviews of new figures, books, prints etc.

MILIHISTRIOT - Summer 1970. Contains interesting articles on organising reference
material plus uniform details etc.

MODEL BOATS - November 1970. Has a nice article illustrated by photographs of a
Naval Brig of 1840 plus plans and details of the Japanese Cruiser Oyodo and Destroyer
Kagero.

SCALE MODELS - November 1970. Contains articles on the military insignia of the
Russian forces of World War II; and a miniature figure review plus lots of interest
ing pictures and adverts. Contains details of a new magazine shortly to be produced
and called "MILITARY MODELLING". Unfortunately this is a title that has already been
used for a book by Donald Featherstone.

SOLDIER - October 1970. Illustrated article on the Albert pattern shako plus a number
of well illustrated articles, book reviews, record reviews, etc.

TANKETTE - October-November 1970. Magazine of the Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle
Association. Has a nice cover picture of Vickers Tanks of the period between the Wars
and includes articles and photographs plus features on tanks and armoured vehicles of
all nations and all times.

TRADITION - No. 47. From its most stimulating cover showing French Imperial Guard at
bay it ranges through well illustrated articles on the Dutch-Belgian Army at Waterloo;
Mercenary Soldiers; French Army in Egypt; the Gurkhas; Napoleon's Italian Army; and
German Colonial Troops 1889-191 *♦ plus interesting features and articles together with
six full page coloured plates.

BATTLEFLEET - Journal of the Naval Wargames Society U.K. October 1970. Contains de
tails of a forthcoming map campaign; Merchant Fleets of the World; Pre-Dreadnaught
vessels; World War II Pacific Naval campaign; Conference Report.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - October 1970. Published for the American Military Institute by
the Department of History, Kansas State University, this magazine is an advanced
affair containing very knowledgeable articles and features. This month there are
items on Canada's First Military Attache in the Russo-Japanese War; The War in Medi
terranean 1942-45; Cornwallis and the Indian Army 1786-97. All ve.-y good reading of
a high standard.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

Owing to recent unprecedented demands for sample copies and back numbers, it is
regretted that there is not a single remaining back issue of Wargamer's Newsletter -
and, of course, there can be no more produced.

-—ooOoo

Postage is now so expensive that the Editor regrets he will only answer letters
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope. Overseas correspondents please send Interna
tional Reply Coupon.

ooOoo—

EXCHANGE: Avalon Hill Blitzkrieg (almost new) for Waterloo, GettysDurg or Bulge.
Also Miniature Figurines 7 Years War and Colonial for sale. List from J.L.Walkley,
5 Fields Road, Wootton, Beds.

---ooOoo-—

WANTED: American Wargames - details and price to D.Wilson, 20 Cheviot Drive,
Bradeley, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 7NY.

ooOoo

Wargamer's Newsletters can be purchased monthly by sending 3s. -d. on the first
day of each month.

ooOoo

"Handbook for Model Soldier Collectors" is still available at half price to
Newsletter subscribers - l6s.6d. (£2) including postage and packing. Also a few
author-signed and personally inscribed new copies of "All For a Shilling a Day!" at
12s. -d. (£1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally 30s. -d. new).

ooOoo

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely despatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that replacement copies for those that do not arrive must be charged for
- usually by deducting one month from the subscription period.

ooOoo

WANTED: Avalon Hill "Waterloo" - fair price paid for game in good condition.
Write - Flt.Lt. R.E.Tomkins, Officers Mess, R.A.F. Kenley, Surrey.

ooOoo

Terry tl, Griner of Lakeside Road, Liberty Lake, Washington 99019, U.S.A. is
missing April and May 1970 issues of Wargamer's Newsletter. If any subscriber can
help him complete his collection he v/ill be very grateful.

ooOoo

John Tilson of 133 Greenwood Avenue, North Hull Estate, Hull, Yorkshire, and
friends have managed to lay claim to a room in a local centre for holding meetings and
wargames so thought it would be a good idea to start a local Wargames Society in Hull.
If anybody in that area is interested they could contact him at the above address or
phone Hull 856595.

00O00

Barry Carter has moved from Hampshire to 46 Windsor Road, Formby, Lancashire.
Wargamers in the Formby-Southport-Liverpool area might contact him if they desire an
opponent, especially for World War II naval battles.

00O00

This magazine and all literature and books distributed through it are sold on the
condition and understanding that, as every possible care is taken in dispatch, no res
ponsibility can be taken for non-arrival. Any items replaced will be charged for.

00O00

The December edition of Airfix Magazine carries the first of a series of
articles on the conversion of 00/HO Napoleonic wargames figures, beginning with
British Artillery.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

Books byDonald Featherstone Personally Inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES"—Battles with model soldiers. 22s. 6d. ($3.30)
"NAVAL WARGAMES"—Sea Battleswith model ships. 31s.6d. ($4.75)

"AIR WARGAMES"—Battles with model aircraft. 31s. 6d. ($4-75)

"ADVANCED WARGAMES"—This follow-up book to "Wargames" Introduces
a host of new Ideas and brings the hobby up-to-datt. 45s.Od. ($5.25)

WAR GAME CAMPAIGNS
This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is
seeking larger scale campaigns, but itisnot too advanced yi/fa. (#4.75) •
for the relative beginner.

•'HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS". An essential
reference book giving details of the world's figure-
makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc,
etc. Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter sub
scribers l6s.6d. (#2.00).

"ATTHEMWITH THE BAYONET!"—The IstSlkhWar I845-6. 3ls.6d. ($4.75)

I
"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY"—The story of the I6th Lancers In the Sikh

War I845-6. Neariy out of print! A few signed by the
author left at 12s.-d. (#1.50).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" a new and completely
different book that introduces the hobby and then ex
pands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer
will find interest and value in its pages. Well
illustrated with drawings and photographs. (Published
by David and Charles 57s.6d. (#7).

"MILITARY MODELLING" is a book packed with instructions
for moulding and casting model soldiers; on making
military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets.
There is an extensive section dealing with the conversion
of Airfix and Historex plastic ficur**- (Published by
Kaye and Ward). 40s. -d. (#5.00).
TiHlp Wars Little wars tirst appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile rcpro-l^inie VYdrs> duction of thc first editjon. In lhis book H G We[ls brought his

considerable imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but
,/- /• , effective rules to rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting

.~. irt»* down toy soldiers with toy cannon
(#4-.50). Little Wars is thc foundation stone of the present hobby of

playing wargames. It is also a book of great charm.

Old British Model Soldiers, 1893-1918 l. w. richards
An Illustrated Reference Guide for Collectors 3"is.6d. (#4).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1 Rules for Ancient Wargames (I000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2 Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3 Rules for I750 period In Europe (with supplementary rules for operations In
America) by Tony Bath.

4 Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5 Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6 Rules forlate 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)
by Donald Featherstone.

7 Rules for I9I7 period wargame In German South-West Africa (Including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.

8 Rules for J944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

3s. M. each (50c.) or the set of 8 for I guinea ($3.00) Including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN"—10s. 6d. ($1.50) JlliTstrated booklet describing
how to construct realistic battlefields.

These publications can be obtained by sending cash
with order to WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER.
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p* Getevery
detail right

with Airfix

of

It's the little things-like the helicopters, operating
stern ramp and Landing Craft-that really makes the model!

And that's why Airfix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model is accurate to the smallest detail-a perfect

replica of the real thing! There are nineteen different series, each
made to a constant scale. Over 300 kits, at prices

from 2/11 to 23/6. At all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth
and N.A.A.F.I. Ask for the catalogue.

PLANES!
Over 150 to choose
from. Including
aircralt from both
World Wars, modern
lets and airliners.

Tanks, trucks and
mi-.siles.allin
•OO/HO' scale, tor
use with Airfix
ligures.

FIGURES!
Over 35 different sets ol
'OO/HO-scale figures
-historical, military

STOP PRESS
The Jumbo let takes oil
Here it is, the giant
new Boeing 747.
designed to
carry more
passengers than
any previous airlir
The superb Airfix model-
complete with mulli wheel
undercarriage-is 19*long!
Price 21,'6

The world's
biggest range of

construction kits
News, articles, conversions lor modelling enthusia
every month In AIRFIX MAGAZINE 2/6 from your
model shop or newsagent.


